
Introducing Symphony 

The platform you choose for collaboration with colleagues, as well as your prime services 
firm, can help you seize new market opportunities. Symphony is the collaboration platform 
that powers work for financial services. 

Symphony  modernizes the enterprise workflow with a cloud-based communications platform 
that prioritizes security, confidentiality and regulatory compliance.

A powerful and flexible workspace that puts social interaction first, delivering 
faster and  more meaningful interactions;

A trusted community of users in financial services that can collaborate securely 
within and across companies;

Access to a platform extended by content owners and workflow application 
vendors apps to better meet the needs of their business.

The world’s top financial services companies — including some of the largest investment banks on 
the sell side, as well as a growing list of their buy-side customers — choose Symphony as their next 
generation collaboration platform for internal and external communication. They depend on the 
Symphony platform to connect markets and individuals, promote collaboration, and increase 
workflow productivity while maintaining organization-wide compliance.
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Symphony helps hedge funds seize market opportunities by delivering the 
following benefits:

Effective content discovery

Proprietary insights are the currency that power the most  successful hedge funds. However, 
information overload makes it hard for employees to get  to insights quickly. Modern financial 
services workers are hungry for tools that highlight relevant content and uncover actionable
insights.

Symphony’s feature-rich experience leverages Signals such as #hashtags, $cashtags,  and
@mentions to find and emphasize the most important information in conversations. This
drives faster discovery and execution of differentiated and profitable trading strategies.

For example, Signals can identify specific phrases or words in daily interactions between  client 
services and customers and automatically trigger notifications to the hedge fund
manager when those phrases are used. Without the Signal feature, the client services team  would 
need to manually create a separate communication such as an email to describe an  interaction with a 
customer.  Sending a non-prioritized communication such as email
increases the chance that it will be missed by the hedge fund manager, thus losing the  window 
to change their stock trading activity in a timely manner.

Higher productivity

The Symphony platform is in sync with the way we work today — fast, collaborative, open, and non-
hierarchical. By presenting knowledge workers with a platform that aligns with the way they want to 
work, hedge fund companies can attract and retain talent while driving productivity.
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Seamless collaboration

Symphony has a trusted, verified, and authenticated global directory of financial services 
professionals and offers  powerful and compliant inter-company collaboration features. Users can set 
up inter-company  chat rooms while meeting strict regulatory and data ownership requirements.

Cost efficiency

Symphony is a cloud-based platform that delivers the cost efficiency customers  expect of cloud 
technologies. This helps drive company-wide deployment.

Advanced security

Symphony gives ownership and management of encryption keys to customers, allowing them to  
fully control access to their information while meeting all regulatory requirements. This is an  
exceptional level of security that accommodates the security and compliance needs of  professionals 
in financial services. Customer-controlled keys protect against the possibility of  data and content 
interception by 3rd party service providers or their employees.

Symphony helps hedge funds identify and take advantage of new market  
opportunities through a collaboration platform that powers work for financial 

services.
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For more information, go to  
symphony.com or contact us


